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INTRODUCTION

In any context of social and political transition after a period of mass atrocity, the steps a society takes to deal with the aftermath of such abuses are important. As distinct from the physical infrastructure, including the rebuilding of roads, schools and hospitals, for example, the psycho-social and socio-political needs of those within the society are paramount. The social infrastructure, which might include the justice system, civil society, and participation in the political system, for example, is often also in disrepair. In most cases, the finite financial resources of the society enable it to tackle either the physical or the social. The trade-off in selecting one over the other can have obvious consequences. Yet engaging in the repair of the social infrastructure can have many and significant benefits. And societal acknowledgement appears to play a central role in this process.

Post-colonial Uganda provides an interesting case within which to explore this type of social repair. The population of the country was subjected to a series of horrifying human rights atrocities at the hands of brutal leaders including Milton Obote, Idi Amin, and others during the period immediately following Uganda’s declaration of independence and for much of the next twenty-five years. In 1986, Yoweri Museveni was elected president, and called a halt to these vicious crimes. Among his efforts in this regard was the establishment of a truth commission, The Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights, which operated from 1986 to
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1994. However, the commission was beset by many and significant obstacles, including an extreme shortage of funding, and a paucity of political will. In the end, the social and political outcome of the Ugandan truth commission was negligible.

Building on an existing study of acknowledgement and the Ugandan truth commission, this essay looks instead at the possibility of using traditional practices instead of an externally-imposed body like the truth commission to affect a process of societal reconciliation and acknowledgement. Ugandan society is rich with traditional practices, symbols, rites and ceremonies, many of which are explored below, and all of which could prove useful in restoring and rebuilding society. The possibilities associated with the use of such informal traditional mechanisms of acknowledgement are varied, but promising. So, too, are the number of impediments associated with the potential use of traditional mechanisms. These are explored in the essay which follows.

**BACKGROUND AND CURRENT UGANDAN CONFLICT**

In October, 1962, Uganda declared Independence from Britain. Its first President, Milton Obote, held office from 1962-1971. Life under Obote and his successors turned out to be very different than it had been under the British. From 1962 until 1986, Uganda underwent a series of coups, culminating in a great concentration of power in the hands of the head of state. Obote’s first term in power was characterized by significant numbers of riots and armed attacks. As it turned out, Obote’s term in office merely foreshadowed the violence which would ensue in only a few short years. In 1969, the political system underwent tremendous change when Obote banned all
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political parties other than his own in order to prolong the state of emergency that had been declared in 1966. Obote’s term in office, however, soon drew to an abrupt halt.

In 1971 General Idi Amin Dada overthrew Obote, suspended the constitution and ruled under a provisional government structure until 1979. To sustain his authority, Amin, who came to be known as “the butcher,” carried out a reign of terror, systematically and brutally murdering and torturing those he considered to stand in his way. In 1972, Amin expelled the more than 70,000 ethnic Asians living in Uganda and confiscated their property. Violence was rampant curing this period, and the military and paramilitary mechanisms of the state conducted brutal campaigns of torture. “The butcher’s” lasting legacy is one of heinous torture and brutal killings. It is estimated that approximately 500,000 Ugandans were killed by Amin and his supporters. Amin was defeated in 1979 with the assistance of Tanzanian intervention. Interim governments were appointed in 1979 and 1980.

From 1980-1985, Obote returned to power. The country was once again beleaguered by “rampant human rights abuses,” this time far worse than anything they had experienced during his first term in office. The paramilitary apparatus of the state again began its practice of routinely violating human rights by means of rape, torture, murder, looting and destruction of property. The scale of repression and abuse was roughly the same as it had been under Amin. The only difference for many Ugandans was that their former leader (Amin) had been substituted for another (Obote) with a heightened and reinvigorated fury. It is now estimated that between
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320,000\textsuperscript{11} and 500,000\textsuperscript{12} people were killed during Obote’s second term in office. Obote was overthrown in July, 1985.

Yoweri Museveni, leader of the coup that overthrew Obote, came to power in January, 1986, abolishing all political parties except the National Resistance Movement (NRM) that had made his victory possible.\textsuperscript{13} Conditions began to improve in Uganda after Museveni took power. The human rights abuses have abated somewhat and the Ugandans now enjoy a relative degree of freedom unknown to them under the three post-independence regimes of Obote and Amin.

But not everyone supports Museveni. There have been more than twenty insurgencies since the NRM came to power in 1986.\textsuperscript{14} One of the most deadly and longest-lasting has been the nineteen-year rebellion of The Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA)\textsuperscript{15} in the Acholi sub-region of Northern Uganda. The LRA, which takes its name from an expressed desire to live by the Ten Commandments,\textsuperscript{16} is fighting against Museveni’s control of the north.\textsuperscript{17} It is widely estimated

\textsuperscript{11}Thomas P. Ofcansky, \textit{Uganda: Tarnished Pearl of Africa} (Boulder: Westview, 1996), 55.
\textsuperscript{12}Abdul Nadduli, LCV District Chairman, Luweero Triangle, interview by author, 17 Nov. 2004, Luweero, Uganda.
\textsuperscript{13}For a much more complete account of Uganda’s history from 1962, see Berg-Schlosser and Siegler, 97-132.
\textsuperscript{15}The LRA is led by Joseph Kony, whose campaign follows that of the Holy Spirit Movement, led by a woman called Alice Lakwena who claimed to receive visions from God that told her to carry out vicious attacks. In 1986, Lakwena claimed to have up to 18,000 soldiers, although others estimate the number at 7,000-10,000. Lakwena is now in exile in Kenya. See Tim Allen, \textit{War and Justice in Northern Uganda: An Assessment of the International Criminal Court’s Intervention} (London: Crisis States Research Centre, Development Studies Institute, London School of Economics, Feb. 2005), 14; and Heike Behrend, \textit{Alice Lakwena and the Holy Spirits} (Oxford: James Currey, 1999), 67.
that 30,000 children\textsuperscript{18} from that region have been abducted by the rebels, the boys to act as soldiers, and kidnapped girls to be used by rebels as sex slaves and as carriers of supplies. More than 1.6 million people from the region have been forced to flee their homes and currently live in several internally displaced persons (IDP) camps throughout the region.\textsuperscript{19} Fighting and abduction continue, although throughout late 2004 and early 2005, various cease-fires have been declared and negotiations are on-going, although similar initiatives including the Pce Stadium Accord (1988) the Addis Ababa Accord (1990) and earlier peace talks (1994) failed.\textsuperscript{20} In 2000 the government enacted the Amnesty Act. By January 2005 the Amnesty Commission had received 14,695 applications for amnesty.\textsuperscript{21} The International Criminal Court began investigating possible war crimes committed in the war between the LRA and government forces in July 2004. It is uncertain how far such investigations will go, as Acholi leaders are calling for a halt to proceedings, while the government is pressing for indictments.\textsuperscript{22} Still, the government allocated only $164,239 CAD, which represents a scant 0.01\% of the national budget, to reconstruction efforts in Northern Uganda in the 2004-2005 budget.\textsuperscript{23}

Another area of instability within Uganda is Karamoja, a large geographic area located in the Northeast of the country. The Karamojong live separately from the rest of Uganda in a traditional\textsuperscript{24} and highly stratified society centred around cattle, which figure prominently in all

\textsuperscript{18} Tim Allen points out that “the scale of abduction is a matter of speculation” due to insufficient monitoring. See War and Justice in Northern Uganda, iii.

\textsuperscript{19} Geresome Latim, Secretary to the Paramount Chief of Acholi, interview by author, 22 Nov. 2004, Gulu, Uganda.

\textsuperscript{20} Listen to the People: Peace and Reconciliation in Northern Uganda (Kampala: HURIPEC, 03 May 2004), 92-93.


\textsuperscript{23} Confidential interview by author with Office of the Prime Minister official, 30 Oct. 2004, Kampala, Uganda.

aspects of life, including bride price, status, and religious and ceremonial practice.\textsuperscript{25}

Traditionally, cattle raiding was originally carried out with spears, but in modern times the Karamojong have adopted the use of automatic weapons, variously stolen from or supplied by the government in Kampala and other allies, including the Sudan People’s Liberation Army, and others in Somalia and Kenya. “The current government of President Yoweri Museveni allowed the Karamojong to retain their arms in order to protect themselves from external raids by the Turkana and Pokot in neighbouring Kenya.”\textsuperscript{26} But the Karamojong have begun to raid farther afield. The Department for Karamoja Affairs “was set up to address the special social, economic and security needs of the area and its neighbourhood.”\textsuperscript{27} In 2000, it was estimated that the Karamojong people possessed between 100,000 and 150,000 weapons.\textsuperscript{28} In December 2000, the government passed the Disarmament Act, offering iron sheets and ox-ploughs in exchange for weapons. The programme was initially resisted by the Karamojong, and in the end less than 10,000 guns were ever recovered.\textsuperscript{29} In 2004, the government continued to pursue policies of development, including agriculture, employment and education in Karamoja, along with reconciliation.\textsuperscript{30} Yet, Museveni maintained a hard line on the issue: “This is the last warning to those fools. We are preparing a last dose for Kony and those holding illegal guns in Karamoja.

\textsuperscript{25} Bruno Novelli, \textit{Aspects of Karimojong Ethnosociology} (Verona: Museum Combonianum no.44, 1988), 83.
\textsuperscript{28} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{30} Alex Okello, Under Secretary of Pacification and Development, interview by author, 04 Nov. 2004, Kampala, Uganda.
We want peace everywhere.” Still, budget allocations for Karamoja amounted to $87,075, which represents just 0.00015% of the total national budget.

These are just two of the conflicts which have played out and continue in the country. Ugandans are still living with the legacy of the one million people who were killed between 1962 and 1986, and real rebuilding has never really begun. The Ministry of State for Luweero Triangle, for example, is only just now attending to rebuilding the houses and schools destroyed between 1980 and 1985. Uganda itself is a country much in need of healing, both physically and socially. It is one of the states in the world most badly affected by the HIV and AIDS. NGOs have been forced to assume much of the encumbrance of the provision and contribution of support, as the state itself has failed to provide much of what is needed, due in part to its inability to afford financial assistance. And although its government boasts of the country as a “forged union of many peoples... [who] live and work together as one people, all proud to be Ugandans, while each cherishes their history and traditions,” the reality is far different.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO RECONCILIATION

Getting past that reality is very difficult. In countries like Uganda, where chronic conflict has been on-going for long periods of time, the rebuilding of that society, both physically and socially, is an especially difficult task. And, although there seem to be no shortage of donors
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ready and willing to provide funds to repair the physical infrastructure in its many forms, and to address the outward signs of poverty and destitution, the repair of the social infrastructure is often overlooked. Reckoning with past injustices, however, is an important step in the process of acknowledgement and forgiveness, leading to the rebuilding of a viable democracy, a restructured judicial system, and strengthened networks of civic engagement, all of which may lead, ultimately, to increased levels of social trust. And these are particularly important in overcoming the causes of conflict within divided transitional societies.

As I have written elsewhere, there is a strong and causal relationship between acknowledgement and forgiveness, social trust, democracy, and reconciliation. Acknowledging the events of the past and one’s complicity in them is particularly important. My theory of acknowledgement presupposes that acknowledgement is necessarily a multi-faceted process, comprised of separate and distinct acts to be undertaken by individuals within a given society.\(^{39}\) I have identified several of the components of acknowledgement, all of which are important in moving beyond acknowledgement to strengthen those aspects of civil society which are necessary for it to function as a cohesive whole. It is my hypothesis that acknowledgement is the one stage through which any successful process of societal recovery must pass.

In order for any society to begin to move forward, it must come to terms with its past. By this, I mean that people must be called to account for past events. In facing the details of history, past events can be revisited, evidence uncovered, people and institutions potentially held accountable, and a rationale of deterrence\(^{40}\) made possible. Some, however, believe that such

\(^{39}\) I believe it to be possible for individual acts or sentiments, particularly of trust and memory, to be extrapolated to the collective; that is to say, those acts which might normally be ascribed to an individual might often be attributed to groups of people, keeping in mind that groups are “logically distinct” from their members. See Trudy Govier, *Social Trust and Human Communities* (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1997), 206.

details should instead be left well enough alone.41 And, while it is true that history tends to alter memory, leading to questions of accuracy42 and credibility,43 both individuals and societies appear in many cases to benefit from talking about those events which have taken place. It is in the open discussion of these atrocities, in the revealing of the criminal actions of the perpetrator, that the victim can begin to take control of her circumstances. By implication, a society filled with powerless individual victims comprises a suffering, struggling whole. If wrongs are never discussed, the dregs of past atrocities are simply left to fester under the surface of that society.

Similarly, the expression of emotion, although terribly difficult in many cases, is a healthy response. A simple accounting of the stages of grieving44 – denial/isolation, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance – reveals that individuals must go through a wide range of emotions before they are able to move beyond the overwhelming feelings of loss experienced in traumatic situations. The theory cited here was developed around the grieving process of “ordinary” individuals, who deal with many of the same feelings as those people in societies recovering from an extended period of atrocity.45 feelings of loss, lack of self-worth/self-respect,46 and helplessness.47 Often, however, victims and their families are forced to carry on with the tasks of everyday living without benefit of reflection on the past. These people may

45 There is no question that trauma and grief are, indeed, related, and that trauma can complicate the grieving process. See Cynthia Blomquist, “Comfort for the Grieving Child,” in Healing the Children of War, ed. Phyllis Kilbourn (Monrovia, CA: MARC Publications, 1997), 58-61.
consciously remember nothing of past events. The daily trauma they continue to experience may simply become normalized. Or else, a conscious decision is made to reject the truth surrounding the past, as witnessed in denial and revisionism, and this denial becomes internalized as a means of coping, in much the same manner as those who normalize events. Not until the facts are recognized and people have come to terms with the events of the past can the society begin to grieve its losses.

The combination of coming to terms with the past and emotional response hinge upon memory, and the remembering of past events. Past recollections form a critical component of the acknowledgement process. Individual memories, in fact, appear to become situated “within the larger narrative of the community,” forming a cultural or social collective memory. In this way, remembering by individuals contributes to the creation of a self-portrait of the larger society. Others, however, disagree, citing the recollection of past events as divisive, and having the capacity to jeopardize the future of the society. Nonetheless, memory has long been recognized as a fundamental element of the building of stronger societies.
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This mental act of remembering is often complemented by its physical manifestation: memorialization and commemoration of specific events or people. In many societies, monuments and memorials are erected to honour both victims and survivors. These are sometimes hospitals or schools named after war heroes or former leaders, or actual memorial markers raised in tribute such as the Vietnam War Memorial or the military cemeteries of the British Imperial War Graves Commission. In other instances, days of remembrance are held to bring to mind past events. Israel, for example, observes Yom Hashoa in memory of those lost in the Holocaust. The physicality of memory serves as an indication of social acknowledgement, bearing in mind an inclination of statesmen toward the revisionism of events by the victor.

Once acknowledgement, in its many forms and guises, has taken place, the barriers to forgiveness are significantly reduced. And genuine forgiveness, the setting free or dismissal of the debt of the perpetrator, can then transpire. This is not to suggest that in forgiveness, hurts magically disappear, or that the victim will necessarily be able to forget the offence. Rather, through the process of forgiving, the victim is granted some measure of grace and comfort.57 The benefit of forgiveness, then, has much less to do with the perpetrator than with the victim, and is of potentially more benefit to the person engaged in forgiveness than to other people. For the carrying of grudges and outright discrimination and bitterness that come with resentment and unforgiveness are the stuff which keeps acknowledgement from taking hold, and truth-telling from having any meaningful impact.

And this setting free enables the victim to start again to pursue relationships of camaraderie and friendship. Moreover, through the establishment of such interaction the victim is able to establish bonds of trust, and begins to participate in various social interactions and

organizations.\textsuperscript{58} For it appears that in societies devastated by mass atrocity, the ability to trust is one of the parts of civil society which is most badly damaged. Without trust, there is apt to be distrust or worse. People inevitably stop believing their neighbours, stop accepting the word of their superiors, and stop participating in the stuff of civil society.\textsuperscript{59} They become afraid and suspicious, and begin to keep to themselves, eschewing community projects.

Trust, that sentiment which informs interactions between and among individuals, has been identified as a “functional prerequisite for [even] the possibility of a society.”\textsuperscript{60} It may be ascribed equally to groups with little difficulty.\textsuperscript{61} Furthermore, trust has also been identified as an essential element in the development of networks of civic engagement\textsuperscript{62} and in the creation of strong political structures.\textsuperscript{63} It is also fundamental to the sustainable cooperation that must exist in order for any kind of restoration of relationships or acknowledgement of past events – reconciliation – to occur. A society’s beginning to trust, and the connection of such interpersonal trust with the laying of the foundations of democratic participation, the strengthening of civic institutions, and the re-establishment of social relationships, then, can have significant implications for that society’s transition from a divided, dysfunctional society.

Acknowledgement in and of itself is not an end point, as are strengthened civic institutions, for example. Nor is it, in and of itself, able to bring about some kind of meaningful change. Rather, it forms a necessary but not sufficient condition for outcomes such as

\textsuperscript{61} Govier and Verwoerd warn against four inferences: the fallacy of composition, in which an individual’s characteristics may be ascribed to the entire group; the fallacy of division, in which an individual’s characteristics may be inferred from the characteristics of the entire group; hypostatization, whereby the nature or “ontology” of the group is seen as different from that of its members; and atomization, whereby the individual is understood only within the context of her group affiliation. See Trudy Govier and Wilhelm Verwoerd, “Trust and the Problem of National Reconciliation,” (Calgary: unpublished manuscript, 2000), 13-14.
democratization and judicial reform, and reconciliation, along with social trust, to be realized. Ultimately the effect of the progression of acknowledgement, as outlined above, is to make possible both the act and the process of forgiveness. And forgiveness itself, through acknowledgement, makes possible the creation of the bonds of social capital and social trust, which foster those democratic goals sought by transitional societies.

What, then, of this thing called reconciliation? In past writing and teaching, I have been reluctant to address the issue of reconciliation for a couple of reasons: First, even with the innumerable articles and books available on the subject, the definition of reconciliation has proved illusive, and I have never understood completely just what “reconciliation” was supposed to be. And, second, especially in light of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (among others) and its emphasis on reconciliation, I have been skeptical of any government quite literally mandating this kind of difficult interpersonal process with expectations of real and successful outcomes. While the state can make right the conditions to support and encourage this kind of healing, it simply cannot do more.

Recently, however, I have come to see the use of this term as something of a catch-all, an old expression appropriated simply for the sake of modern convenience without the trappings of its original meaning. It seems to me, first, that any notion of biblical connection or significance, which formed my original basis of understanding and perhaps my later confusion, has been removed from the very essence of the word. As de Gruchy, points out, in Christian terms, reconciliation is meant to “express the sum total of what Christians believe about God’s saving work in Jesus Christ... and is interchangeable with ‘salvation’, ‘redemption’, or
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64 Schumm draws a distinction between the aphiemi or “letting go” act of forgiveness performed by God, and the “process” or struggle that humans often undergo in attempting to do the same. See Dale Henry Schumm, Forgiveness in the Healing Process,” in Healing the Children of War, ed. Phyllis Kilbourn (Monrovia, CA: MARC Publications, 1997), 274-275.
‘atonement’... [It also describes] God’s redemptive activity in its different aspects.” 65 Clearly, this is not what is meant by the current secular usage of the term.

Dwyer has offered a definition of reconciliation that focuses instead on the interpersonal understandings of those in conflict with each other. Reconciliation, she says, is “bringing apparently incompatible descriptions of events into narrative equilibrium.” 66 Yet this “narrative incorporation” 67 does not address those physical aspects of reconciliation mentioned above. So this definition, too, falls short.

Another conception of reconciliation comes from its applied use. Waliggo has delineated a typology of reconciliation which includes four categories: fully Christian reconciliation conducted using signs, symbols, prayers and rituals of the church; fully African traditional reconciliation, “done by those supposed to do it, with all the signs, symbols, actions, and rituals that go with it in each cultural area”; Christian-African tradition, a blend of the first two; and fully secular, modern, professional reconciliation such as that carried out by the myriad of truth commissions. 68 Even this does not fully address the use of the term.

“Reconciliation,” is articulated very differently in a variety of circumstances. Those who use it seem to be aiming broadly at the same goal. But, especially because it appears that the restoration and rebuilding programmes being written about and attempted in Uganda and elsewhere are premised on and seem to hinge on this behemoth (reconciliation) that no-one seems yet to have articulated or understood satisfactorily, its definition is critical. In Uganda, for example, the people I spoke with use the term to mean a variety of things, including: the actual resolution of conflict, or bringing the war to an end; building a lasting peace; reintegrating rebel
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67 Ibid., 91.
soldiers and child abductees; amnesty; reconstruction of the physical property damaged in the conflict; compensation; and repaired relationships. Clearly, these are disparate in both outcome and meaning.

It seems that what they do have in common is their quest to capture those bonds of social capital and social trust mentioned above. This thing at which they are aiming, which might more appropriately be called social cohesion, is intertwined with the notion of social capital. “Social capital forms a subset of the notion of social cohesion. Social cohesion refers to two broader intertwined features of society: (1) the absence of latent conflict... and (2) the presence of strong social bonds – measured by levels of trust and norms of reciprocity, the abundance of associations that bridge social divisions (civic society), and the presence of institutions of conflict management, e.g., responsive democracy, an independent judiciary, and an independent media.”  

Social cohesion is the “key intervening variable between social capital and violent conflict.” It is, effectively, reconciliation.

This being the case, I find myself better able to cope with the use of the term “reconciliation” and all that it implies. This is not to suggest that “reconciliation” will be easily attainable. Rather, recent studies have pointed to the extreme difficulty that Ugandans and others who have lived through prolonged conflict will encounter: Moser and Holland found that declining social capital leads to a climate of fear that directly impedes citizens’ ability to participate and cooperate.  

And Colletta and Cullen have described the detrimental effect of violent conflict: “This damage to a nation’s social capital – the norms, values and social relations that bond communities together, as well as the bridges between communal groups (civil
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society) and the state – impedes the ability of either communal groups or the state to recover after hostilities cease.”\textsuperscript{72} Nonetheless, agencies have begun to recognize this and to plan for it. “Development needs to nurture and transform social capital in order to create and maintain the mechanisms and institutions necessary for strengthening social cohesion, managing diversity, preventing violent conflict, and sustaining peace and reconciliation.”\textsuperscript{73} With this in mind, programmes which are being developed should, then, allow countries like Uganda to begin to finally get past their own reality.

**UGANDA’S TRUTH COMMISSION**

As part of an earlier study, in order to test the kinds of assumptions which I had made about acknowledgement, I looked at the Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights, which was appointed in 1986 and finished its work in 1994. In setting about rebuilding the shattered nation in 1986, Museveni outlined a ten-point programme in which he emphasized democracy, security, national unity, independence, restoring and rehabilitating social services, ending corruption and misuse of power, dealing with the plight of displaced people, pan-African cooperation and pursuing a mixed economy as the basic tenets of his philosophy.\textsuperscript{74}

In pursuit of these goals, Museveni established, among other institutions, a truth commission to address the wrongs which had been perpetrated. The role of the Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights (CIVHR) was to inquire into “the causes and circumstances” surrounding mass murders, arbitrary arrests, the role of law enforcement agents and the state security agencies, and discrimination which occurred between 1962 and January, 1986 when Museveni and the NRM assumed power. It was also meant to suggest ways of

\textsuperscript{72} Colletta and Cullen, *Violent Conflict and the Transformation of Social Capital*, 4.
\textsuperscript{73} Ibid., 123.
\textsuperscript{74} Museveni, *Sowing the Mustard Seed*, 217.
preventing such abuses from recurring.\footnote{The Republic of Uganda, “Legal Notice No. 5 of 1986: The Commission of Inquiry Act,” \textit{The Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights} (Kampala: UPPC, 1994) 3-4.} The Commission was also expected to determine the role of various state institutions in both perpetrating and hiding gross human rights violations; the government promised that the results and findings of this Commission would be treated seriously.

In seeking to understand this process much more clearly, I spent nearly three months in Uganda in the summer of 2001. While there, I carried out archival research and conducted a series of open-ended elite interviews that focused specifically upon the Ugandan experience of coming to terms with its past, and which looked for evidence of acknowledgement, and the social trust which might be expected to result from the process. I spoke with truth commissioners, government and opposition officials, members of the NGO community, and representatives of civil society. In the end, I was able to interview nearly forty people. To date, this represents the only study that has ever been undertaken of the Ugandan Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights.

But like so many institutions implemented by regimes facing deficits in virtually all areas, the path of the truth commission was not easy. The Commission faced a number of significant impediments throughout its difficult existence. Although it had been scheduled to complete its work within a couple of years, it did not actually finish until eight years later. Despite the best efforts of those who saw the work of the commissions through to their final conclusion, ultimately the commission faced political and practical limitations that would prove to be its un-doing.

One of the biggest institutional constraints that beleaguered the Commission was adequate funding. The government, which appointed the Commission, was not willing or able to...
contribute the monies required to employ staff, acquire office space, or conduct investigations. As a result, the Commission was chronically short of staff. Even the basics, such as stationery, were in short supply. And the printing of the findings of the Commission was significantly delayed until money could be found. In the end, it was the international donor community, both governmental and NGO, that came to the rescue. It was only after several large infusions of cash, along with supplies and expertise, were dispatched, that the work was able to continue.

Similarly, the overall capacity of the Commission was extremely limited. The commissioners themselves had left professional, prominent and often well-paying jobs, and had set aside family and other social obligations in order to carry out the work of the Commission. Moreover, their work was not easy. They faced significant opposition by those both within and outside of the very governments that had appointed them, which often translated into death threats and the disappearance of key evidence. Other agencies which should have been able to provide support were themselves in disarray, and unable to provide the institutional safeguards that are necessary to ensure the success of such commissions. And the public at large, which had for so long been disenfranchised, seemed reluctant to talk about what had happened, and sensed that their participation in the work of the commissions could lead to renewed retribution.

Time itself proved to be an insurmountable difficulty. Particularly where the abuses under consideration were sometimes more than twenty years old, details had become blurry and evidence which might once have existed in support of the testimony given had disappeared. And the various delays faced by the commission contributed substantially to this.

Additionally, a lack of political will and commitment to the mandate of the Commission severely limited its success. The Commission quickly realized that the government, under whose auspices the commission had, in fact, been created, had merely been paying lip service to the
idea of a commission. And the Commission found it extremely difficult to investigate the former political elites, and were mostly unable to do so.76

Ultimately, the Commission’s legacy is small. The majority of Ugandans appear to be unaware of the Commission and its work. And those who do know of it are critical of its findings, which they see as inherently biased toward the NRM. It seems that there has been little, if any, acknowledgement, either in influencing the outcome of the commission or in the subsequent rebuilding undertaken in its wake. In fact, the Commission is seen by many to have been a bureaucratic panacea that turned out to be almost universally unsuccessful for a variety of reasons, including those listed above. The modest and still-growing civil society indicates that some acknowledgement had taken place. But democracy was not firmly entrenched, and Museveni shows no sign of allowing it to take hold. As a result, growth of civil society in the country remains stunted. It seems that the Commission was unable to affect real and lasting political stability, let alone foster social trust and social capital.

**INFORMAL MECHANISMS OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT**

Yet many of those to whom I spoke in Uganda in 2001 suggested that some form of acknowledgement had, in fact, taken place. Although there was no evidence of the cultivation of acknowledgement through the formal mechanism of the truth commission, it seemed likely that some of the traditional and informal practices that are carried out within the country might be capable of producing this kind of acknowledgement. And that even without the formal structure of the truth commission, some communities might have been acknowledging the events of the
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past and coming to terms with them. I thought an exploration of this kind of traditional acknowledgement in Uganda could provide much needed insight into one of the reasons that truth commissions and other institutions often called upon in the rebuilding process are not effective.

In October and November of 2004, I returned to Uganda to study first-hand these informal mechanisms of acknowledgement, both in areas where traditional acknowledgement has been reported and those in which it has not. I interviewed more than 45 people, mostly society’s elites and leaders, about such alternative mechanisms of acknowledgement. These people included leaders of the communities involved, officials of the Roman Catholic and Africa Inland Churches, the Uganda Human Rights Commission, various Secretaries of State and other government officials, as well as national and international aid workers, missionaries and other support organizations including Africa Inland Mission and World Vision. I also spoke directly to some of the beneficiaries of such acknowledgement: people who have been received back into their communities and their families.

Certainly, this kind of traditional acknowledgement has been used widely in other societies. Notable examples of traditional acknowledgement found in North America include aboriginal healing circles, such as the one established in Hollow Water, Manitoba, and other community justice fora, including the traditional elders court in Attawapiskat, Ontario, and the Sandy Lake, Ontario, community court, all of which are supported by special programming of
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the Royal Canadian Mounted Police\textsuperscript{80} and other federal agencies. The Navajo Tribal Courts in the United States hear civil cases which are decided upon by a panel of elected adjudicators according to Navajo common law.\textsuperscript{81}

Traditional justice is not used only in North America. In New Zealand, Family Group Conferences, based on traditional Maori principles including teaching, settlement, and community restoration have been available instead of Western-based sentencing since 1989.\textsuperscript{82} And in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea, village courts adjudicate according to customary law.\textsuperscript{83}

Many of these also exist in various African countries. “Each community or society has its own set form of restitution... for various offences, both legal and moral.”\textsuperscript{84} In response to the long-running conflict in Angola, many IDPs there have turned to conselho, traditional psychological healing based on “the general encouragement given to people to abandon the thoughts and memories of war and losses.”\textsuperscript{85} In both Angola and Mozambique, holistic purification and cleansing rituals, attended by the family and broader community, are carried out in welcoming ex-combatant child soldiers back into the community.\textsuperscript{86} A variety of traditional conflict resolution mechanisms are used by the Pokot, Turkana, Samburu and Marakwet tribes of
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Western Kenya. In Sierra Leone, group ceremonies are held to “cool the heart[s]” of child ex-combatants upon their return to their home communities. Inkundla in South Africa comprises a series of traditional small claims courts. And Rwanda still utilizes its tradition of gacaca, a form of traditional dispute resolution mediated by chiefs and tribal elders, most recently revamped, formalized, and used to deal with crimes of genocide.

Many of these same kinds of traditional mechanisms operate in Uganda. Article 129 of the 1995 Constitution provides for Local Council (LC) Courts to operate at the sub-county, parish and village levels. Under the subsequent Children Statute 1996, these courts have the authority to mandate any number of things including reconciliation, compensation, restitution, and apology. And within many of the 56 different ethnic groups across Uganda, traditional acknowledgement customs and ceremonies are practiced. Among the Karamojong, the akiriket councils of elders adjudicate disputes according to traditional custom which include cultural teaching and ritual cleansing ceremonies. The Acholi carry out ceremonies of mato oput (drinking the bitter herb), and nyouo tong gweno (a welcome ceremony in which an egg is stepped on over an opobo twig) in welcoming ex-combatant child soldiers home after they have
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been decommissioned. The Baganda use the traditional *Kitewuliza*, a juridical process with a strong element of reconciliation, to bring about justice. The Lugbara, in the northwest of the country, maintain a system of elder mediation in family, clan and inter-clan conflict. And in 1985, an inter-tribal reconciliation ceremony, *gomo tong* (the bending of spears) was held to signify that “from that time there would be no war or fighting between Acholi and Madi, Kakwa, Lugbara or Alur of West Nile.”

In other areas of the country, however, these institutions are no longer so vibrant. Among the Sabiny tribe in the northeast there is no longer a council of elders, although the clan system is still very active. “These ceremonies are not widely practiced now – the cows are no longer there. But the clan system of punishment is still strong. It is still the role of the clan to make sure that the perpetrator faces repercussions.” Indeed, the Bakiga, a tribe from the southwest of the country, used to regularly consult the *abakuru b’emiryango* (council of heads of lineages) which would adjudicate cases of dispute or wrongdoing, although this is no longer done.

Even in areas where these ceremonies and rites are no longer regularly practiced, however, there remains a common understanding of the meanings and symbolism behind them. “The situation is complicated because of diversity of ethnicity but there is some commonality. The shedding of blood, for example, is a common element throughout all districts in Uganda; it
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cuts across all groups.” In other cases, eating and drinking together, the shaking of hands, and the exchange of gifts can all symbolize the restoration of peace, as well as the slaughter of animals, the exchange of dried coffee berries, intermarriage, and blood relationships. Although some argue differently, my interviewees stated that the younger generation maintains a healthy respect for traditional institutions:

Under Obote I, Obote II, that was the climax of leaving out those traditional things, because people had to find their own way to survive. Those who are there, some do remember, but many more who have gone to Kenya do remember more those traditional methods. My dad, in particular, has some memory of what happened with traditions, and my grandma also – she is in her 80s, I think. The new generation does not belong anywhere. They are neither new nor old. But everyone respects these traditions.

However, “the traditional values, cultural knowledge and social institutions of everyday life are threatened.” And the social meanings of the ceremonies which are still practiced appear, in some cases, to be shifting as people move farther away from their *gemeinschaft* communities. This is especially true in regions where large numbers of people have been forced out of their homes and into IDP camps. As another Sabiny interviewee put it: “Circumcision is the main ceremony for our people. People are taught how to behave. Teachings are taught before and after the ceremony. You are becoming an adult. So the ceremonies are a period of education for a people to teach about how to raise children and live in harmony and how to behave in society. But now many are not cut, so we do not know. Maybe they should leave out cutting and still
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have these teachings.” The same growing lack of cultural education holds true for custom and
ceremony among the Karamojong\textsuperscript{109} and also among the Acholi.\textsuperscript{110}

Yet, even institutions no longer in common use provide strong examples of social
structures that might still be used to maintain order and bring some relief to those struggling in
post-conflict communities.

It would be wrong to imagine that everything traditional has been changed or forgotten so
much that no traces of it are to be found. If anything, the changes are generally on the
surface, affecting the material side of life, and only beginning to reach the deeper levels
of the thinking pattern, language content, mental images, emotions, beliefs and response
in situations of need. Traditional concepts still form the essential background of many
African peoples, though obviously this differs from individual to individual and from
place to place. I believe ... that the majority of our people with little or no formal
education still hold on to their traditional corpus of beliefs.\textsuperscript{111}

These kinds of ceremonies “help us deepen our experience of events, cope with them, humanize
them.”\textsuperscript{112} And reconciliation continues to be an “essential and final part of peaceful settlement
of conflict.”\textsuperscript{113}

Altogether, these ceremonies have many things in common. The most prominent is their
community-based restorative approach to justice and punishment: These communities “view a
wrongdoing as a misbehaviour which requires teaching or an illness which requires healing.”\textsuperscript{114}
They “emphasiz[e] restoration to harmony with others and the community.”\textsuperscript{115} Krog describes
the process as such:

If you have harmed my child, it is because something has gone wrong with you to such
an extent that you could do that. That which has gone wrong for you is now harming my
life. It means I cannot be the kind of human being I want to be because you are no longer
human. So it is in my interest – my interest – as the victim, to get you and assist you to
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get your humanity back so that I can become human again... This is a fundamentally different way of looking at a community and looking at what to do with evil. African traditional religion has no such thing as Satan. The biggest evil is to live in complete disregard from others.\footnote{Antjie Krog interview by Philip Coulter, in \textit{Walk to Freedom} (Ideas, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 2004).}

Therefore, “the Community exercises responsibility of being part and parcel of the clan because whatever happens to the individual happens to the clan, and whatever happens to the clan happens to the individual.”\footnote{Ndrua, “A Christian Study of the Lugbari,” 42.}

And so, it seems that these kinds of institutions ought to be fostered and encouraged.

Waliggo calls for a system based on African traditional values and institutions: “No society can build a civilization on borrowed values. In order for Africa to have a real civilization for peace, tolerance, world understanding and democracy, human rights, authentic integral liberation and development, Africa must look at its own heritage, and basing on its best values in that heritage, build the real and permanent culture and civilization of peace and peaceful resolution of conflicts.”\footnote{Waliggo, “The Human Right to Peace,” 9.} Many others advocate the careful use of both western and traditional methods.

Another said, “People feel that western methods are more sophisticated so traditional methods are not being used.”\footnote{Rose Othieno, Centre for Conflict Resolution, interview with author, 5 Nov. 2004, Kampala, Uganda.} “Maybe the western method on its own, or the traditional method on its own, will suffice. Or maybe we need a blend.”\footnote{Confidential interview by author with NGO official, 1 Nov. 2004, Kampala, Uganda.} “We should maybe look back at what went wrong, and how people used to solve issues and use traditional roots to inform current policies.”\footnote{Confidential interview by author with Sabiny man studying at Makerere University, 7 Nov. 2004, Kampala, Uganda.}

IMPEDIMENTS TO THE SUCCESS OF TRADITIONAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Many different people and groups have begun to call for the implementation of a national programme of reconciliation. A conference on this issue was held in Gulu in December 2004; those gathered clearly addressed the issue of national reconciliation. These include regions other than Acholi, where the conflict continues – although calls for such a programme are perhaps strongest there. Other regions, however, as mentioned above, have not yet recovered from the abuses suffered at various times from 1962 to the present. These, too, are calling for reconciliation both within and between particular regions. Various individual agencies I met with reported discussing or carrying out mediation and reconciliation between Sabiny and Karamojong, Baganda and Teso, Bukiga, and Acholi, Iteso and Karamojong, Banyoro and Baganda, and Langi and Acholi. And a good number of these are interested in the inclusion of traditional acknowledgement as a main focus.

**ACTORS AND STAKEHOLDERS**
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There are many actors and stakeholders involved in this effort, for a variety of reasons. The international community, through international NGOs (INGOs) and other agencies, including DANIDA, SAVE Uganda, World Vision, United Nations Development Programme, World Bank, and Northern Uganda Peace Initiative (funded by USAID) are spearheading this push. The international community has been involved in Uganda for a number of years and continues to provide food and development assistance, as well as support governance and democracy programming, are increasingly focusing on reconciliation. Between these agencies and the international diplomatic community in Uganda, support for such a programme of acknowledgement is high. And these agencies indicate that they are becoming increasingly willing to pressure Museveni into choosing to build sustainable democracy\textsuperscript{130} through a process of acknowledgement.\textsuperscript{131}

The Ugandan government, or at least parts of the Ugandan government, has also been pushing for a process of reconciliation and acknowledgement. The creation of the Undersecretariat for Pacification and Development within the Office of the Prime Minister signals the government’s commitment to assist those communities who have struggled or who continue to struggle with conflict. Part of its mandate is post-conflict resolution, in the north and elsewhere. The Ministries of State within the unit include the Ministry of State for Luweero Triangle, the Ministry of State of Karamoja, and the Ministry of State for Northern Uganda Reconstruction. As well, the Minister for Internal Affairs is again working with Betty Bigombe, the government’s chief LRA negotiator, trying to put together a peace agreement in the north.


\textsuperscript{131}Confidential interview by author with NGO official, 11 Nov. 2004, Kampala, Uganda.
The government has also expressed support for traditional and cultural leaders,\textsuperscript{132} and cultural institutions,\textsuperscript{133} which some see as leading the way for the establishment of traditional reconciliation. The government’s reasons for supporting this kind of programming appear to be two-fold: First, embracing such policies buys them popularity with the public. Second, it allows them to continue to deny wrong-doing in any conflict, past or present. Some within government do openly support this type of acknowledgement, as do a number of “opposition” M.P.s. As well, arm’s-length government-funded agencies including the Amnesty Commission and the Uganda Human Rights Commission continue to push for acknowledgement. They are, however, censored and threatened with the roll-back of funding.\textsuperscript{134}

A majority of civil society, too, seems to favour acknowledgement. Certainly, at a formal level, NGOs and CBOs (community-based organizations) are working toward acknowledgement. “Lots of voices are being heard about how to solve the Northern Uganda conflict, for example, because civil society started to do it. The grassroots/normal people said, ‘Let’s talk.’”\textsuperscript{135}

Agencies mentioned above, including the Mission for National Reconciliation, and others including \textit{Ker Kwaro Acholi} (Traditional Acholi Leaders), the Gulu District Reconciliation and Peace Team, along with denominational and religious bodies including the Uganda Joint Christian Council, and the Justice and Peace Commission of the Catholic church, have mobilized to bring about acknowledgement. Academics and research centres, too, including the Centre for Basic Research and the Refugee Law Project, are beginning to formulate policy outlines, and have begun to talk seriously about putting in place a programme of acknowledgement. And
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individual citizens and citizens’ groups are also talking about such a goal. “But whereas civil society is trying, we are not yet convinced that government has taken it as a priority.”\textsuperscript{136} For civil society, the reason for pursuing acknowledgement is simple: people are simply tired of living in a stunted civic environment, haunted by or still plagued by up to 40 years of war.

**POTENTIAL IMPEDIMENTS**

The convergence of all of these groups on this one issue gives the acknowledgement and reconciliation programming broad appeal. And the implementation of a national body to coordinate the efforts at acknowledgement and reconciliation seems likely. Several people with whom I spoke seemed quite keen to explore this process. As one put it:

> The peace process in Uganda could start from below. Anything that can come from above will be questioned by the people. Anything from below can have a better chance. A commission should be there to guide and eventually receive recommendations from each different district. The moment you begin working it from below, it can grow bigger and work. It will be hard to coordinate, but we have had things like the Human Rights Commission. And it would be an expensive exercise to coordinate 50+ centres, but in a situation like Uganda, uniqueness must be borne in mind. We must try to avoid situations where people are talking about things from above going down.\textsuperscript{137}

In the west, in Fort Portal and Kasese, the Justice and Peace Commission of the Uganda Catholic Secretariat has already begun to put this into practice. “Community reconciliation groups/teams of 45 members were formed, and reconciliation ceremonies have been held. They have turned most traditions into modern-day practices. A manual has been developed to help each diocese to sort out what peace means in each district, which will be published in 2005. What we wanted
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was for them to figure it out according to their understanding and using their own means, not asking for resources from elsewhere, just using their own resources.”

Indeed, the kind of institution envisioned might look to the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission for its strong regional offices, each connected to a central body located in Kampala. In a country like Uganda, with no fewer than 56 different ethnic groups, this could effectively mean the establishment of 56 different offices, one to handle the needs of each ethnic group: one for the Bakiga, one for the Baganda, one for the Banyankole, and so on. In this way, each office could focus on a particular group, and attempt to meet its particular needs.

But there are a number of issues concerning the development of a programme of acknowledgement, and problems which will have to be overcome if such a process is to go ahead. Four of these are discussed below:

The first difficulty with building a national programme of acknowledgement is that different regions are at different stages of conflict and post-conflict resolution. The war in the north is still going on. However, for other groups, there has been no physical violence for fifteen, twenty, or even twenty-five years or more. The areas targeted by Obote II, for example, like Luweero Triangle in central Uganda, mentioned above, have not seen violence since 1984. As a result, the needs of these groups vary substantially. The transitional justice literature, along with a recent report by the United Nations Secretary-General supports Finnstrom’s presupposition: that reconciliation must be preceded by peace talks that bring the conflict to an
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Indeed, the Justice and Peace Commission of Uganda clearly states that “peace goes with justice, but justice must come first, then peace next. Reconciliation must be part of this.” Even once the war in the north has ended, a national programme of acknowledgement would have to address these varied needs. It seems likely that the devolution of real powers to the regional level would be useful.

Another issue is the great ethnic diversity that exists. As mentioned above, many of the different ethnic groups in Uganda, although they do share some commonalities, are extremely different in almost every other way. For this reason, a national institution to coordinate acknowledgement, if implemented, would face a variety of difficulties. The Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights faced this, although the ethnic composition of the commissioners themselves went some distance to address this, and a similar composition could likely be worked out. Language itself provides a barrier, because although English is Uganda’s national language, it is widely spoken only in Kampala and among elites, although it is growing. But even moreso, the traditions and practices of one group do not all translate to one another. For example, killing cattle in Karamoja has deep significance, but would be meaningless in other areas. Any national reconciliation programme is going to have to take these differences into account, many of which could be solved, first, by focusing on common rites and symbols, and, second, by allowing the different ethnically-based groups to work out their own programmes and understandings.

A third difficulty, of course, is the fact that some of these kinds of institutions and ceremonies have begun to disappear. The fear is that there may be no link between these traditions and the present day, or that institutions used now will be somewhat different. The
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literature tells us that culture and its institutions are dynamic and subject to regular change, and evidence shows us that many of these traditional systems have, indeed, been rearranged. Yet it is likely that these traditional institutions may be “useful tools in re-building communities – something that requires collective acceptance of certain social hierarchies... and making explicit certain norms. It should be added that the ceremonies and ritual behaviours that emerge to do this are by no means always old ones that are taken ‘off the peg’, but rather ideas about old models are often used to help shape new ones.”

“These practices, far from being dislocated in a past that no longer exists, have always continued to be situated socially. They are called upon and performed to address present concerns. Of course, like any culturally informed practice, with time they shift in meaning and appearance.” It appears, then, that many of them may be dusted off, refined, and pressed back into service.

The fourth difficulty is one that I have alluded to at several points above: the potential difficulty in finding enough sustained support for such an exercise to be carried out to completion. It is clear, when looking at the experience of the Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights that a lack of government support was enough to derail the process. At this point, indications of support from government are few and far between. From quasi-governmental agencies, they are much more positive. Certainly, INGOs and the international diplomatic community in Kampala support the process, and many of them spoke openly to me about forcing Museveni to go along with the process. That, coupled with the strong levels of support and efforts already put into practice, suggests that a national programme of acknowledgement and reconciliation could meet with some success.
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Even so, there are strong indications of support for this kind of programme of acknowledgment in Uganda. And many of the above questions are merely logistical, and will be worked out by stakeholders in the negotiations leading to the implementation of such a process. It remains to be seen whether and how the kinds of traditional practices that have so far been used only on a small scale in local communities will be incorporated into a national programme of acknowledgement. And if they are, how the various difficulties of such a programme will be accommodated.
CONCLUSIONS

The devastation of the social infrastructure of a country is but one manifestation of the horrors of mass atrocity. Yet its repair is one of the most important parts of rebuilding such societies. It appears that acknowledgement, the process of coming to terms with the past, emotional response, memory and remembering, forms a necessary building-block of the repair of the social infrastructure. It is an important factor in the creation of the bonds of social capital and social trust, which foster the democratic goals sought by transitional societies. Once past activities have been acknowledged, individuals and their communities can begin once again to form relationships with their neighbours and to participate in the social activities and civic structures of society, finally defeating the deep-rooted conflicts which have served to paralyse that society. And this social interaction or social cohesion ultimately represents the much sought-after outcome of reconciliation.

All of this is especially applicable in Uganda, a country which has seen the murder of more than one million people since Independence in 1962. Its social and political development is stunted. Perhaps worse, many regions of the country continue to experience insecurity and conflict.

Attempting to reckon, therefore, with the country’s traumatic past seems an essential undertaking. Various stakeholders and actors within the country and outside will play a role in how that process unfolds. Yet many remain convinced that utilizing traditional practices from Uganda’s rich tapestry of ethnic and cultural heritage will provide the best foundation for the reestablishment of acknowledgement, reconciliation, and a healthy, re-built society.